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MILTON WINNER

HAS

Tires and Tubes
Boots and Patching

Accessories

and Supplies

IN AUTO RACES'

BIG

RAGE

RIOT

LESS THAN FOUR MINUTES
BEHIND

MILTON WAS

Phono

Hum?

HRE LOSS IS ESTIMATED

Gus-tafso-

e

e

COMMITTEE

Credit

GIVE AID

Extension Facilities
Needed, He Says

Vitally

Washington. Formal expression by
Secretary Hoover of the belief that
extended credit facilities are vitally
needed in southern cotton states and
that . federal reserve system credit
curtailments, having served their purpose "are now bringing hardship,"
Confirming views he had expressed
orally at the interview, Mr. Hoover
outlined a policy toward cotton embracing four phases: First, credit extension through
of reserve and member bank; second, bet
ter organized export credit machinery
to get American cettoi into American
controlled warehouses abroad; third,
improved warehousing methods to
make cotton certificates a basis of mobile credit and also acceptable as actual delivery of the cotton; fourth, expression of the opinion that prospective reduced aoreage would contribute
toward stabilizing the situation over
the next year.
Mr. Hoover made public by former
Senator J. L. McLaurln of South Carolina, who conferred with the secre-

tary recently

MAKES REPORT HONORS

Geneva ie Choioe as Permanent

WOULD

AMERICAN

Indianapolis, Ind. Tommy Milton,
world champion speed racer, piloted
an American car, a Frontenao, to the
finish line first in the ninth renewal
Of the international
racing claaaice,
the
dash around the Indianapolis speedway. Milton's victory
came through a beautifully driven
tatce which was won after Ralph De
talma, popular favorite for the victory bad set a terrific pace during the
first 250 miles that all of the foreign
made cars, including his own, were
foroed from the track through mechanical troubles or minor accidents.
Of the twenty-threentrants, only
eight completed the 500 miles and
seven "of these were American made
machines. Ralph . Mulford, driving another American-buil- t
machine, was
awarded ninth position without finishing, after all the others had dropped
by the wayside.
New Record Is Set
Milton established a new track recc
ord for cars of not more than 13
inches piston displacement by
completing the 500 miles in 5 hours,
34 minutes and 44.65 seconds for an
average speed of 89.62 miles per hour.
The fastest time ever made In the,
speedway races was but twenty hundredths of a mile faster per hour, this
mark being made by DePalma In 1015.
The victory brought Milton nearly
$36,000 in prize money, 20,000 $for
first place, $6,200 in lap prizes and
the balance In special prizes given by
the accessory companies.
Less than four minutes behind Milton came Roscoe Sarles, who had
fought a bitter race with De Palma
in the early hours and who held second position most of the way. The
race began with De Palma at the pole
and he soon Jumped into a lead.
De Palma In Lead
His ruthless speed kept him well to
the front, although Sarles and Joe
Boyer. forced him Into a terrific pace
during the early laps. Boyer soon
dropped behind through loss of time
at the pits, but Tom Alley, a last
minute entry, Jumped to the fore and
helped Sarles rush De Palma. Gradually Italy's representative increased
his lead, however, and at the half
way point he was more than two laps
to the good.
Boyer, however, .who raced along
side of De Palma although actually
six laps behind from the fiftieth lap
on, had started a series of sprints
which taxed De Palma's oar to keep
in front and at the 101st lap De Palma
swung Into the pits. His engine had
been missing for several laps but
after a quick change of plugs be
rushed back on the bricks still ahead
of Milton, who had forged up to
e

will rebuild the square mile of negro
residence district dexastated came almost simultaneously.
An executive committee of seven
appointed at a meeting of fifty pronv
lnent Tulsans, after pleas for and
promises of immediate relief'for the
thousands of destitute .refugees had
been made, announced that the committee would undertake first to alleviate the miseries of the negroes rendered homeless and then . would rebuild the district.
A subscription of $500,000 will be
obtained, it was announced, and the
homes aotually owned by the negroes
will be reconstructed. No attempt Will
be made by the committee to rebuild
the business buildings in the district
many of which were owned by white
persons, or homes which were rented.
The committee of seven alBo voted
to employ immediately as extra policemen, fifty members of the American Legion. A sum for their pay for
thirty days was appropriated
after
which effortswlll be made to continue
them with city funds.

HOOVER

KBY RECORD IH RACE

500-mil- e

Riot Which Has Made Thousands Home
less Was Supposed to Have Started
.
After A Negro Man Insulted
A Young White Girl
Military Commission to pass upon
guilt of 6000 negro
held In concentration oampa; Adjutant General Barrett In complete charge of city; 300
Guardsmen on duty.
Tulsa Nine white men are known
to hare been killed In the race war
a
that raged here. Chief of Police
neestimates that sixty-fivgroes hare been killed.
Scores of
Whites and negroes have been wounded.
Practically the entire negro district
ts a. mass of ruins.
The loss will
reach Into the thousands of' dollars.
The white residence districts which
were menanced were saved from the
flames whloh raged In the negro section knowns as "Little Africa." The
city and county are under martial
law and Adjutant General Barrett of
the Oklahoma natioanl guards Is in
With these precautions takcontrol.
en it Is believed that the situation is
temporarily under control.
Seventy-fou- r
persons known dead,
more than 260 beaten, injured and
wounded, ten city blocks razed by fire,
a populance frantic and incensed, a
city under martial law with the tramp
of armed national guardsmen echoing
through the terrorized districts, has
transformed Tulsa from a peaceful,
prosperous city Into a madhouse,
where the worst and bloodiest race
war In the history of Oklahoma raged.
Crazed over the alleged assault upon a young white orphan girl, an elevator operator, by Dick Rowland, negro after which white mon threatened to wipe out "Little Africa" forever
More than sixty
with the torch.
white men are Injured and wounded
and two hundred negroes, men, women and children, are seriously wounded some dying, reports Indicate.
State troops under the command of
Adj. Oen. C. P. Barrett took charge
Governor Robertson
of the city.
has declared Tulsa and Tulsa county
under martial law.
Street car service wag suspended.
Business was demoralised and many
business houses closed. All roads and
bridges were reported guarded by
armed posses.
Announcement that a formal grand
Jury Investigation of the rioting and
incendiarism which so far have resulted In the deaths of nine white men
negroes and property
and twenty-onloss estimated at $1,500,000 begins on
June 8, and, that Tulsa business men

Ellda, New Mexico

Milton's Time for the 500 Miles
Around the 2a Mile Track on
Which the Race Was Run,
Was 6:34:44:05

$1,500,000

DEAD

Children Place Daisies and Corn Flow.
r on Graves of U. 6. Dead.
France. Full
Geneva. The committee appointed
Suresnes.
military
by the assembly of the league of na- and c)vio honors were paid to tho
tions to inquire Into the organization American heroes who died for their
of the secretariat of the league and country throughout France. The prln
the international labor bureau has cipal ceremony occurred In the Amercompleted its report, which on the ican military cemetery here In the hill
overlooking Paris from the west.
whole la considered highly favorable.
Before American and French troop
The report finds that the secretariat
seems in general to have kept its ac- drawn up in line in front of the
tivities within the limits ot the role speaker's stand
Meet-lngPlac- e.

.
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P. & ft. GARAGE

ROSCOESARLES

Ten Blocks of Business and Re- sidence District Is Burned
to the Ground

NO. 12

1921

Acetylene Welding
Expert Mechanics

PROPRIETOR

ED. J. NEER.

Undertaker and Tpmyrm
LICENSED BY STATU BOARD
arorswed day or risbt Ofilct pbooe t7 two itv
(J three rings, attoj tor ftovweii and AmarUo
Poctaiea, N
Complete lino of Caskets and Eobes

DRUGS, DRUG SUPPLIES
SICK ROOM SUPPLIES

Your Mail Orders are Solicited

J'lMm

i

ROSWELL, N. M.

ou-Dl-

-

W. E. LUCAS

GO TO

KEMP LUMBER CO.
ELXDA, N. VL

For Wire, Posts. Oroetit. Lumber and BoHdSsj
Material. SeiDeora and Hardttirt

G.

G. BRIDGES, Man&ssn

!JHA BANK

k

Kenna, Now Mexico.

OOO
FLEE FROM BROKEN DYKES

TRUST COHPAHY.

OO O O

Wall Broken by Flood Reclaimed District May All Be Under Water.

Woodland, WaBh. A dyke protecting a reclaimed' area of some 120,000.
acres near here broke under pressure
of flood waters. The pumping station
at Burch slough went out soon after
the break occurred and Indications
were that the entire district would be
flooded.
Between 400 and 500 families live in the district. Couriers were
sent to warn them to flee.
The dyke which broke was completed this year at a ooet of about $200,-00The flood from the Columbia
river began to cut into it last week
but dredges and crews of men were
rushed to the weakened spots and It
was reported that the danger seemed
to have been averted. The dykeland
was flooded to a depth of from eight
to twelve feet.

CTOAIGIiT BANKING ON flAFU
AND SOUND METHODS.

'

THE KENNA RECORD
DAD FEEDING

MARKET
SAVES FOR FARMERS

IS

CAUSE OF RUNTS
NEGLECTED AT

Y.'KZi

"Gray Is Color

High Proficiency Shown In North

.;

.

Carolina.

TOE

of the Moment

Gray Is the predominating color of
Activities Last Season Confined to
moment If there is any doubt as
the
Purchasing Branded Barrel Covers
to the truth of this sweeping stateMany Undersized
Pigs Often
Cotand Selling Potato
ment, writes a New Xork fashion cor
ton Farmers Gain.
Grow and Develop Into
respondent then visit the smart res
Useful Porkers.
(Prepared by the United States Depart- taurants at any hour of the day or
ment of Agriculture.)
take a walk up Fifth avenue or any
During the last year a farmers ex- other street and note what Is seen.
After Growth of Anlmala Hat Been change in Beauford county. North Caro- There is so much of this shade, indeed.
lina, saved Its members and the farm- that one stops a moment to wonder
Retarded It Take Considerable
ers In the community between $75,000 Just bow long It will last and what
More Feed to Overcome Con.
and $100,000, according to a report to the next change in color will be.
ditlon and Grow Out.
the United States Department of Ag- There are signs pointing toward the
(Prepared by the United State Depart- riculture.
lighter shades of tan, for now and then
The organization, formed to aid po- a champagne gown or coat or cape is
ment of Agriculture.)
"My nine years' experience In stock tato growers, has shown high profi- Seen, and it brings a nice relief from
Last season its the preponderance of the various
raising has been almost entirely with ciency in
purebred cattle and hogs, and while
tones of gray."
pome runts appear at birth they are
Just now .If a costume is not all
oot nearly bo numerous as the runts
gray from tip to toe then it seems to
caused by neglect and Improper feedtake pride in having some- - touch of
ing and housing." This Is the opinion
gray about it if-- it is only the feather
of a Tennessee farmer In a letter to
drooping from the brim of the hat or
the United States Department of Agrithe shoes of gray worn with a frock
culture.
that la otherwise quite dark and inMany Small Anlmala Develop.
conspicuous. Gray, indeed, has taken
j
(!
"""to
i
v
Its place along with the shades of dark
Specialists
department
of the
blue and black as being an accepted
emphasize the. fact that many animals
color as well as a favorite
that are undersized or small at birth
tone for wear within doors.
It Is
often grow and develop into useful,
good for the young and for the old.
profitable animals If a little special
In fact it recognizes no class or disattention Is given them Boon after
tinction as to age or stature. It Is the
birth. This Is especially true with
all around good color of the season,
pigs. Unless the Email pig of the Utand women are making the most of its
ter Is thus provided for when quite
popularity to use It In every possible
f
young, very often it Is not worth feed' - '
way.
ing to maturity. If the proper kind
Community Yards for Live Stock.
or amounts of feed are not given when
Hat Shoes, Gloves In Gray.
very young, If required to compete
One of the favorite methods of wear
were
confined
activities
purchas
to
the
with stronger or older animals for lng
of branded barrel covers and thd ing gray when the whole costume is
what they do get, born runts or those
selling
thou-- not in tone is to have the hat and
of potatoes. Thirty-fiv- e
that are undersized will become more sand barrel
bought
were
covers
at sJ shoes and gloves of that color,, each of
pronounced runts as they grow older. saving
lots; them matching each other exactly in
129
carload
$700,
of
and
"ji this respect they resemble closely
of potatoes were sold with a saving of tone. Not a few of the gray silk
rs

$50,000.
A great growth In

-

.

Cheap and

'4
Convenient
Trough.

r "i

1

Weaning

animals that are normal when young
but later become runty from a lack of
such proper feed and care which
usually occurs about weaning time.
After enlmals become runty or their
growth retarded, undoubtedly It will
take more feed to overcome this condition aDd grow them out.
Cause of Runts.
"When pigs become runty," the Tennessee farmer adds, "they never become normal. I have estimated it requires at least 25 per cent more feed
to put them In marketable condition
than It does normal hogs. My experience with purebred dairy cattle is
that fully 00 per cent of runts .among
cattle are caused by Improper feeding
and care. If the stock raisers of this
country were educated In the proper
feeding and care of live stock until
they reached normal growth, the runts
in live stock In the United States
would be nlmost eliminated."
This statement not only further
the fact that It does not,
broadly speaking, take more feed to
prevent runt animals but does require
considerably more feed to develop
them once they become runty.
RAPID LOSS OF PHOSPHORUS

mar
keting and purchasing has been one
of the outstanding results of extension work In the South. County agents.
assisted by marketing specialists.
through marketing demonstrations and
by instruction and advice, have aided
local and county associations of fanners in the
selling of many
kinds of farm produce and live stock,
and In the
purchasing of!
a great variety of farm necessities.
Farmers have gained knowledge of
methods and acquired confidence in
their ability to do business on a co
operative basis. They are beginning
to undertake definite business organ
izations on a county-wid- e
and even
state-wid- e
scale for rhe marketing of
their main cash crops, such as "cotton,
tobacco and peanuts.
Owing to the
work in
cotton grading, classing, and stapling,
and information given as to the market value of the various grades and
staples by extension workers, It is estimated that between $1,000,000 and
$2,000,000 were 6aved to the cotton
farmers of Texas during the year to
increased returns.
FAILURE

OF

V

Unless Farmers Remain Steadfastly
Loyal Downfall Can Be Brought
About Quickly.

INFORMATION

ON

SHIPMENTS

Due to the Fact That Grain la Sold
Stock Use Product in Making
Bones and Tissues.

Dealers Unable to Give Fair Quota,
tlons Because of Lack of Ex--'
pliclt Details.

The fnct that phosphorus Is found
largely in the gruin of crops results
In a relatively rapid loss of available
phosphorus from the farm, for the
grain usually Is removed and sold.
Even where all crops are fed on the
farm the loss Is large because grow
ing animals use It la bones and other
tissues.

Many shippers when writing to dis
tributors fall to give sufficient informa
tion concerning their respective ship
ments, says the United States Depart
ment of Agriculture. The dealers, therefore, can not give fair quotations on
the ofTered goods. Information, it is
pointed out, can not be too explicit or
detailed.

MAIN VIRTUE OF SANDY SOIL

Silage Keeps Indefinitely.
Prof. A. L. Iloecker, the silage exRoots of Plants Pass Through It pert says that com silage will keep
indefinitely. Bllage Is mighty good in
Readily, but It Dries Out Too
Quickly.
dry summers when pastures burn up.
Produce Maxlmu-- n Crops,
The chief virtue of sandy soil is
plants
of
soil will produce maximum
roots
can
pass
rich
A
that the
through Jt readily its chief fault 1b crops in a fair season. Weather, seed
that it dries out too quickly. Clay soil and tillage will do the rest
holds water well, but It tends to pack
Save Alfalfa From Weevils.
end harden. Both types of soil need
Spraying with arsenical solution
stable manure it loosens up clay and
saves7 alfalfa from weevils.
elps sand to bold luolstpra

tion of dark blue are among the smart
est that are to be seen upon the
streets. One is a model fresh from the
workrooms of Jenny In Tarts. Its upper section is made in gray .woolly material and the lower section Is made
of some thick material In llaek embroidered with threads of the gray
drawn through It to form a plaid design. The cape is one of those new
lines that are quite scant In width and
perfectly straight in line, hanging from
a little yoke that fits the shoulders
snugly and supports a straight collar.
The hat worn with the cape shows
how large the hats can be worn when
they reach the limits of the French
fashion for this season. Indeed, there
Is no limit to the extremes of width
which they attain, and even then they
do not remain content, but must superimpose at that exaggerated line
trimming of soma sort that makes
them appear even wider. In this Instance It is a loosely arranged pompom of still little feathers, but often
It is an ostrich puff or a bow of tulle
or a drooping feather or some 6tray
bits of flowers or fruit hanging from
the edge. The brims droop either at
both sides or all the way round, as
the case may be. The trimmings are
scanty and artistically posed upon the
spreading brims so that they tell for
all they are worth In their rather Isolated way.

FOR HER BREATH
Nashville Artist Tells of Terrible
Suffering Experienced by
His Wife.
HUSBAKD

GOES

DOWN

HILL

Finally Both Decide to Put Tanlao
to Test and as a Result Have
Best of Health for Past .
Three Years.
En-Joy-

"Both my wife and myself have put
Tanlac to the test and we call it the
greatest medicine In the world," said
J. T. Montamnt, 1123 Third Avo.,
North, Nnshville, Tenn., artistic sign
painter for the Cusack Company. Mr.
Montnmat has lived in Nashville for
nearly thirty years and is highly respected by all who know him.
"Before my wife took Tanluc sho
suffered so badly from gns on her stomach and heartburn that she often said
she felt like she was smothering to
death. She actually had to sit up la
bed to get her breath.
"Well, In a short time after she
began taking Tanlac her trouble disappeared and she was like a different
person. Seeing the good results Id
her case, I began taking the medicine
myself and It soon had me feeling like
a brand new man.
"Up to that time I had been troubled with Indigestion. I had no appee
Season for
Dress.
tite and the little I did eat seemed
e
The season for the
dress to do me about as much harm as
of serge has also arrived. When there good. I felt bo tired and languid I
is no cape or outer wrap then the hated to move around, and was getstreet gown is of serge or the suit Is ting in such a
condition that
of that or some other light material. it worried me.
The suits, when they are smartest are
"Tanlac acted with me Just like it
quite plain, with long waist lines and did with my wife, and although that
with straight lines that are neverthewas three years ago we have enjoyed
less fitted to follow the lines of the the best of health all along. Howfigure with a delicate nicety. They ever, I keep a bottle of Tanlac In the
are worn with trim little bats and house all the time, and when I feel
with blouses that while they are most- myself getting run down the medicine
ly plain, are still made with quantities soon has me feeling all right again.
of handwork and a sufficient number I am convinced that Tanlac Is withof frills to make them becoming.
out an equal. Our friends all know
The serge Cresses are made on the how It helped us and I don't hesitate
simplest of lines. Really they have to tell anyone about it."
Tanlac is sold by leading druggists
the slightest amount of fit and the
smallest amount of material to make everywhere. Adv.
them notable. But they are apt
The steel trap was Invented In 1704.
to be embroidered In some way or
trimmed with little facings or edgings
In some bright color of silk or Bilk WOMEN
SWAMP-ROO- T
NEED
braid that gives them that fresh chic
which makes them notable. There are
Thousands of women have kidney and
any number of gray dresses made of
trouble and never suspect it,
serge and worn with big black or dark bladder
Womens' complaints often prove to be
blue hats, and then there are the popunothing else but kidney trouble, or the
lar little street dresses, made of a result of kidney or bladder disease.
If the kidney are not in a healthy
light, say gray, upper section, and a
they may cause the other orlower section of the black or dark condition,
gans to become diseased.
blue, a narrow belt of the darker tone
Pain in the back, headache, loss of ambeing used to hold them to a semblance bition, nervousness, are often times sympof form about the waist line.
toms of kidney trouble.
Don't delay starting treatment. Dr.
Evening dresses have their predilecKilmer's Swamp-Rooa physician's pretion for gray, and when It Is not ex scription, obtained at any drug store, may
actly gray then those tones of mauve be just the remedy needed to overcome
and light blue creep- In and become such conditions.
Get a medium or large size bottle imthat shading between gray and some
more vivid color when one Is not sure mediately from any drug store.
However, if you wish first to test this
under the night llphts exactly what creat
preparation send ten cents to Dr.
the tone may be. There are layers and Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
layers of chiffon about these simple ample bottle. When writing be sure and
little evening frocks, and sometimes mention this paper. Adv.
many shades of the same color and
Many a man mistakes ruffled self-combined In such a subtle manner that pride for an aroused
conscience
one is not sure where one tone leaves
off and the other begins. The skirts
are made In a succession of frills or
In an arrangement of petal formations
so that they become Just soft masses
of the becoming material. And as for
trimming, there Is none, or perhaps it
Is but a band of ribbon about the
waist line or a bunch of artificial
flowers just tiny little flowers.
The firs. IilcCumler Avoided a Serioss
bodices are simply finished by edgings
Operation by Taking Lydia L
of picoting, and the more "often than
Pinkham'i Vegetable Com
not there ore no sleeves at alt
One-Plec-

one-piec-

run-dow- n

t,

ORGANIZATIONS

An association of men opposed to a
enterprise can
farmers'
bring about Its downfall very quickly
unless the farmers remain steadfastly
loyal.
Many
organize
tions have failed through the weak
ness of members who could not resist
the temptation offered of a fraction of
a cent When the opposition organlza
tlon puts out a bolt to catch you, try to
remember It is only a lure to draw you
Once you
from your own friends.
have deserted, the bait Is withdrawn.
Klck to your friends, If you expect
them to stick to you.

FORCED TO FIGHT

m

.

ANOTHER WOMAN

Gown

otfiJack Taffeta.

crepe dresses are adorned with fringe,
and this is always In the same tone
as the materials from which the frock
Gray capes and those
is fashioned.
of that color combined with one por

ESCAPES

Evening Gowns of Tulle

pound in Time

Georgetown. 111. "After mv first
at this time of the year, the ones that the smart dressmakers baby was born I suffered so with my
there are any number of tulle evening are showing for wear a little later In
1C1.I DlUt3 UiQl I
gowns to be 6een. This season It is the season, are those of taffeta with
not walk across the
floor unless I was all
the real silk net and the colors are trimmings of lace or organdie. These
humped over, holdthe most beautiful that have been seen are the frocks that will be so good for
ing to my side. I docThey are made up
In a long while.
As always

over foundations of chiffon, while underlying slips are often done In a contrasting color to provide a variance of
tone.
Then there re the dyed laces for
evening gowns that are being worn a
great deat They are combined either
with tulle or with chiffon and sometimes with cotton net, but always the
material and the trimming seem to
have been dipped In the same dye solution, for there Is not a whit of divergence between their shades. There
is the popular frock that is made
with a skirt covered with dyed lace
ruffllngs and with the plain little bod-Ic- e
made of chiffon in the same tone.
Then there Is another model that has
a skirt made entirely of plaited tulle
Bounces and a bodice made of the dyed
lace draped or fitted as the Individual
figure may demand.
The dresses that are coming along.
.

street wear when the wearer becomes
too hot for a wrap of any sort The
taffeta frocks, too, are tremendously
satisfactory for afternoon wear, for
they retuln a freshness of Hue and
coutqjir that Is always pleasing. In
Paris at the Longchamps races there
were displayed a number of tuffeta
dresses of this sort with very full
skirts, sometimes ruffled over their entire surfaces.
Another dress of black taffeta has
sleeves that are full and flowing and
set Into quite straight arruboles. They
are of chiffon that falls gracefully
over the arm to the wrist, when It Is
allowed to spread out to Its full
length. The neck and sleeves of thf.
frock are kept strictly plain In flulsh,
but there Is a fascinating crushed rib
bon belt made of gold and black
blocked ribbon, tied with a stiff bow
under the left arm.

tored with several
doctors but found no
relief and they said
I would have to have
an operation, tly
mother insisted on
my taking Lydia
a Vece ta
ble Compound and I
soon found relief. Now I can do all my
own work and it is the Vegetable Compound that has saved me from an operation. I cannot praise your medicine too
highly and I tell all of my friends and
neighbors what the Compound did for
me." Mrs. Margaret McCumber,
27 S. Frazier St., Georgetown, Illinois.
Mrs. McCumber is dhe of the unnumbered thousands of housewives who
struggle to keep about their daily tasks,
wbilo suffering from ailments peculiar
to women with backache, siueaches,
pains and nerheadaches, bearing-dow- n
vousness, and if every such woman
should profit by her experience and give)
Lvdia K. linkhara'a Vegetable Cuin- pound ft trial they would get well.
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face. I'll make a little speech and
11
present Mr. aud Mrs. King to our
."My God!" she exclaimed. "What friends at the end of
it Oh, now,
a nasty liar you are 1"
cut out the sobbing and leave this unIt was not ladylike but, at that finished business to me and don't
moment the lady was temporarily worry. We'll be home in three minabsent
utes."
"Mother, fro. glad yon say that,"
"
the girl answered still very calmly,
CHAPTER EIGHT.
although her fingers trembled a little
as she felt the violets, and her voice In Which Judge Crooker Delivers a
was not quite steady. "It shows that
Few Opinions.
I em not so utupld at home as I am The pride of BIngvllle had fallen In
at school."
the dust I It had arisen and gone on
The girl rose and threw down the with Dolled garments and lowered
violets and her mild and listless man- head. It bad suffered derision and
ner. A look of defiance filled her defeat It could never be the same
face and her figure. Mrs. Blng arose, again. Sneed and Snodgrass recovher eyes aglow with anger.
ered, In a degree,-frotheir feeling
"I'd like to know what you mean," of opulence. Sneed had become poshe said under her breath.
lite, industrious and obliging.
Snod"I mean that If I am a liar, you grass and others had lost heavily In
taught me how to be It Ever since stock speculation through the failure
I was knee-higyou have been teach- of a broker in Bazelmead.
They
ing me to deceive my father. I am went to work with a will and without
not going to do It any longer. I am the haughty Independence which, for
going to find my father and tell him a time, hud characterized their atthe truth. I sliall not wait another titude. The spirit of the Little Shepminute, tie will give me better ad- herd had entered the hearts and home
vice than you have given, I hope."
of Emanuel Baker and bis wife. PauThe words bad fallen rapidly from line and the baby were there and
her lips and, as the last one was being tenderly loved and cared for.
spoken, she hurried out of the room. But what humility bad entered that
Mrs. BIng threw herself on the couch home! Phyllis and her husband lived
iwhere she lay with certain bitter with her parents, Gordon having
memories, until the new maid come taken a bumble place In the mill. He
to tell her that It was time to dress. worked early and late. The BIngs
She was like one reminded of mor- had made It hard for him, finding It
tality after coming out of ether.
difficult to overcome their resentment
"Oh, Lord I" she murmured wearily. but he stood the gaff, as they say,
"I feel like going to bed I How can I and won the regard of J. Patterson,
live through that dinner?
Please although Mrs. BIng could never forgive him.
bring me., some brandy."
In June, there had been public meetPhyllis learned that her father was
at his office, whither she proceeded ings In the town ball addressed by
Avlthout a moment's delay.. She sent Judge Crooker and the Reverend Mr.
In word that she must Bee him alone Singleton. The Judge had spoken of
and as soon as possible. He dlsmlssedSJhe grinding of the mills of God
the men with whom he had been talk' that was going on the world over.
"Our civilization has had Its time of
ing and invited her Into his private
trial not yet ended," he began. "Its
office.
"Well, girl, I guess I know what Is enemies have been busy In every city
on your mind," he said. "Go ahead." and village. Not only In the cities
and villages of France and Belgium
Phyllis began to cry.
"All right
lou do the crying have they been busy, but In those of
and I'll do the talking," he went on. our own Innd. The Goths and Van"I feel like doing the crying myself, dals have Invaded BIngvllle. They
but If you want' the Job, I'll resign have been destroying the things we
It to you. Perhaps you can do enough loved. The false god Is In our midst.
of that for both of us. I began to Many here, within the sound, of my
smell a rat the other day. So I sent voice, hnve a god suited to their own
for Gordon King. He Cume this morn- tastes and sins an obedient, tracting. I had a long talk with him. He able, homeless god. It is my deliberate
told me the truth. Why didn't you tell opinion that the dances and costumes
rue? What's the good of having a father and moving pictures we have seen in
unless you use him at times, when BIngvllle are doing more Injury to
his counsel is likely to be worth hav- civilization than all the guns of Gering? I would have made a good many. My friends, you can do nothfather, if I had had half a chance. I ing worse for my daughter than deshould like to have been, your friend prive her of her modesty and I would
and confidant in this important en- rather, far rather, see you slay my
terprise, I should have been a help son than destroy his respect for law
to you. But somehow, I couldn't get and virtue and decency.
on the board of directors, iou and
"The Jnzs band Is to me a sign of
your mother have been running the spiritual decay. It Is a step toward
plant all by yourselves and I guess the Jungle. I hear.lt in the beating
It is not music. It is
It's pretty near bankrupt Now, my of the tom-togirl, there's no use crying over spilt the barbaric yawp of sheer recklesstears. Gordon King is not the mun ness and daredevlllsm, and it is everyof my choice, but we must all take where
"Even in our economic life we are
hold and try to buld him up. Perhaps we can make blm pay."
dancing to the Jazz band with utter
"I do not love him," Phyllis sob- recklessness. x Amerlcnn labor is being more nnd more absorbed In the
bed.
"You married him because you manufacture
embroidof luxuries
wanted to. Vou were not coerced?" ered frocks and eluborate millinery
"No, sir."
and limousines nnd the landaulets and
"I'm sorry, but you'll have to take rich upholstery and cord ' tires and
your share of the crow with the rest golf courses and sporting goods and
of us," ho went on, with a note of great country houses so thot there
sternness In his tone. "My girl, when is not enough labor to provide the
I make a contract I live up to it comforts and necessities of life.
"The tendency of all this Is to
and I intend that you shull do the
same. You'll have to learn to love put the stamp of luxury upon the
iiud cherish this fellow, If he makes commonest needs of man. The time
it possible. You and your mother seenjs to be near at hand when a
believe in wonmnV fights. I don't boiled egg and a piece of buttered
bject-- to
that hut you mustn't think bread will be luxuries and a family
that you huVte the right to break your of children an unspeakable extravaagreements unless there's a good rea- gance. Let us face the facts. It is
son for It My girl, the murrlage con- up to Vanity to moderate Its demands
tract Is the most blading and sacred upon the Industry of man. What we
of uli contructs. I want you to do need is more devotion to simple livyour best to make this one a success." ing and the general welfare. In plain
English we need the reThere was the tinkle of the telephone bell. Mr. Iiing put ths re- ligion and the simplicity of our
ceiver to his ear and spoke luto the fathers."
of
e
Instrument as follows:
Later, In June, a strike began in
"Yes, she's here I I knew all the
the big plant of J. Patterson BIng.
facts before she told me. Mr.
He's on bis way back to New The men demanded higher pay and
Charged shoiter days. They were working
York.
Left on the six-teme to present his regrets and fare- under a, contract but that did not
In a fight with
wells to you and Phyllis. I thought seem to matter.
it best for him to know and to go. "scabs" nnd Plnkerton men they deYes, we're coming right home to dress. stroyed a part of the plant Even the
Mr. King will tt'ke Mr. Delano's place life of Mr. BIng was threatened I The
at the table. We'll make a clean Hummer was near its end when J.
breast of the whole busluess. Brace Patterson BIng and- - a committee of
op and eat your crow with a smiling the labor union met In the office of
h,
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Judge Crooker to submit their differences to that impartial magistrate for
adjustment The Judge listened patiently and rendered his decision. It
was accepted.
When the papers were signed, Mr.
BIng rose and snld, "Y'our honor,
there's one tiling that I want to say.
I have spent most of my life In this
town. I have built up a big business
here and doubled the population. I
b&ve built comfortable homes for my
laborers and taken an interest In the
education of their children, and built
a library where anyone could find
the best books to read. I have built
playgrounds for the children of the
working people. If I have heard of
any case, of need. I have done my
best to relieve it I have always been
ready to hear complaints nnd treat
them fairly. My men have been generously paid and yet they have not
hesitated to destroy my property and
to use guns and knives and clubs and
stones to prevent the plant from filling Its contracts and to force their
will upon me. How do yau explain
it? What have I done or failed to
do that has caused this bitterness?"
"Mr. Bing, I am glad that you ask
me that question," the old Judge began, "It gives me a chance to present to you, and to these men who
work for you, a conviction which has
grown out of impartial observation of
your relations with each oHur.
"First I want to say to, you. Mr.
BIng, that I regard you as a good citizen. Your genius and generosity
have put this community under great
obligation. Now, in heading toward
the hidden cause of your complaint I
beg to ask you a question at the outset Do you know that unfortunate
son of the Widow Moran known as
the Shepherd of the Birds?"
"1 have beard much about blm,"
Mr. BIng answered.
"Do you know him?"
"No. I have hod letters from him
acknowledging favors now and then,
but I do not know him."
"We have hit at once the source of
JIV'fll
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"I Have Heard Much About Him," Mr.
BIng Answered.
your 'trouble," the Judge went on.
"The Shepherd is a representative
person. He stands for the poor and
the unfortunate in this village. You
have never gone to see him because
well, probably It was because you
feared that the look of hliq would
distress you. The thing which would
have helped and Inspired and gladdened his heart more than anything
else would have been the feel of your
hand and a kind and cheering word
and sympathetic counsel. Under those
circumstances, I think I may say
that It was your duty as a neighbor and a human being to go to see
him. Now, he never needed money.
In the kindest spirit, I ask you if that
money you sent to him in the best
of good-wiwas not In fact, a species
of bribery? Were you not Indeed,
seeking to buy Immunity from a duty
Incumbent upon you us a neighbor and
a human being?"
quickly.
Blng
Mr.
answered
"There are plenty of people who bave
nothing else to do but carry cheer and
I have
comfort to the unfortunate.
other things to do,"
"That, sir, does not relieve you of
the llubllttles of a neighbor and a
human being, in my view. If your
business bus turned you luto a shaft
l,
It has done you a great
or a
injustice. I fear that It has been your
muster thnt It has practiced upon
you a kind of despotism. You would
better get along with less far less
business than suffer such a fate. I
don't want to hurt you. We are
looking for the cause of a certain result and I can help you only by being frank. With all your generosity
you have never given your heart, to
Some unkind people
this village.
have gone so far as to suy that you
have no heart You cun not prove It
ll

i

with money that you do not miss.

Money Is good but it must be warmed

with sympathy and some degree of
sacrifice. Has It never occurred to
you that tiie warm hand and the
cheering word In season are more,
vastly more, then money in the Important matter of making good-will- ?
Unconsciously, you have established
a Hue and pluced yourself on one side
of It and the people on the other.
Broadly speaking, you are capital nnd
the rest are labor. Whereas, In fnct,
you are all working men. Some of the
rest hove come to regard you as their
natural enemy. They ought to
you as their natural friend. Two
kinds of despotism have prevented It
First there Is the despotism of your
business In making you a slave so
much of a, slave that you haven't time
to be human; second, there Is the
despotism of the labor union In discouraging Individual excellence. In
demanding equal pay for the faithful man and the slacker, and in deny
Ing the right of free ien to labor
when and where they will.
All this
Is tyranny as gross and
as that of George the Third In try
Ing to force his will upon the colonies.
If America Is to survive, we must
set our faces against every form of
tyranny.
The remedy for all our
trouble and bitterness Is real democracy, which U nothing more or less
than the love of men the love of
justice and fair play for each and alt
re-gn-rd

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Help
That
Aching
Back!
la your back
out? Are you
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run down; tortured with wigging backache, lameness and sudden, stabbing
pains? If so, look to your kidneys.
Overwork, hurry and worry tend "to
weaken the kidneys. Backache and an
all worn out feeling is often the first
warning. Get back your health while
you can. Use Doan't Kidney Pills,
the remedy thousands recommend. Ask

your neighbor!

An Oklahoma Case

C. A. Glllett, 409 8. Maybeell Ave.,
Tulsa, Okla., Bays:
"My kidneys
caused me to suffer with a lame and
aching back and I was In such a condition that I could hardly straighten
up when I stooped. My kidneys acted
Irregularly, too. Two boxes of Doah'a
Kidney Pills soon had me free from
kidney complaint and my back was
well and strong."

DAN'S KIDNEY

PILLS"

60c Bei at lH Sum
FomoMObaia
Mfg. CWnlaa, Buffala, N. V.

C.
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HAVE FUN WITH BRIDEGROOM
Harmless Teasing by Bridal Attend
ants Is a Feature of the Afghan Wedding Ceremony.
The ceremony of the mirror, Is perhaps, the oldest custom In connectloa
with the Afghan wedding ceremony.
A mirror is placed before the bride,
and the' bridegroom is asked to sit at
the bride's left A shawl is held over
them, and the bride unveils and looks
in the mirror. Husband and wife see
each other's face for the first time.
It Is their first real meeting, says Ik
bal All Shah, in Asia magazine. The
bride is shy and does not open her
eyes, and the bridesmaids and others chaff her freely.
An engraved silver bowl Is then
brought, with a little sherbet and a
plate of white rice pudding. The
bridegroom drinks a little of the sherbet and offers the bride a sip. She
closes her Hps tight, but force !s
applied and a spoonful put Into her
mouth; so also with the rice pudding.
A shower of roses announces the termination of this rite. When the bridegroom attempts to rise, be finds he
is held down to the floor; a corner
of his cont has been sewed to the carpet There Is a roar of laughter.
The offender Is found probably a
younger slsterf the bride. She refuses to undo the stitches unless a
gold coin is given to her. As soon
as this toll Is paid, the bridegroom
calls his attendants to bring his shoes,
but one of them Is missing. Some one
declares she knows who has the shoe.
It Is returned on payment of two gold
coins, and the bridegroom Is freed
from his tormentors.
Fish Jump to Their Doom.
Siamese fishermen do most of their
fishing by means of what
as
a ghost boat This, explains the Detroit News, consists of a long board,
painted white, and arranged in position In the water. The top must not
be too high above the surface of the
water for the fish it is desired to capture to leap over. Wheo in position
the ghost resembles very much the
white side of a bout or punt The-fisseeing this white board, become
frightened, and In fear they leap over
the board. At the back of the board,
however, nets are arranged hi such
a position that those fish that succeed
in leaping the board land la the nets
and are caught The amount of fish
caught by the employment of ghost
boats Is very large indeed, and the
method has the advantage of preventing the smaller fry from getting Into the nets, as they are unable to
leap over the board.
American and European Moose
The Alces MuchlU or elk,a one variety of which with palmuted antlers,
found In North America, is commonly
known as the moose, lives In the
northern portions of both the eastern
and western hemispheres. There is a
difference, many naturalists claim, between the Europeun and American
species, although they approach each
other In general appearance In certain
ild
cases. To be exactly precise.-- it
not be perfectly correct to say that
what we know as the moose Is found
In Scandinavia, although he has very
"
near relatives there.
Good Time to Be Born.
Persons born between November 22
and December 21, when the sun Is In
Snglttarlus, are liable to have to travel a great deal. They have an earnest outspoken frankness of speech
and manner that frequently gets them
into difficulties and misunderstandings. They are Jovial, vivacious, and
combative, and abhor anything that
verges on deception or secrecy. Have
a keen sense of humor sud sarcasr.

C I GAR ETTE
10 cents. Handy-size- .
Dealers carry both.
10 for 10c; 20 for 20c.
It's toasted.

Ten for

'

-

WATCH
THE BIG 4
Stomach-Kidneys-Heart-Liv-

er

Keep the vital organs healthy by
regularly taking the world's standard remedy for kidney, liver,
bladder and uric acid troubles

GOLD MEDAL
The National Remedy of Holland for

centuries and endorsed by Queen Wllhel-min- a.
At all druggists, three sizes.
Look for the name Cold Medal oa every bos
and accept do Imitation

Cuticura Soap
The Healthy

Shaving Soap
CatJcar

Bop

ihva wfthoat mof.

RwyhtTsgft

DEAD SHOT FLY BAKE
Protects your stock from flies
bale ana certain, bprai
henhouses with Dead
Shot Fly Ban. Certau
death tochicken mites

X uit.ui.Timai.no
.i. Urn ai.oti

'fl IT DUD

.

fThe

For sale by all dealers. 01
aunt via narcel Doal Dre-pald upon reoelptof price
SHOT

CHEMICU CO, OKUKOSi

CUT, OKU

next lime

you buy calomel

ask for

The purified and refined
calomel tablets that are
nause&less, safe and sure.
Medicinal virtues retained and improved. Sold
only in sealed packages.
Price 35c.
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Notice for FablleatloB.
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Ofice at Roswell, N. M.
April, 30 191.
Notice is hereby given that Mary Boll
M. who,
N.
Elida,
Morris, of
on August 9, 1917, made Hd. E. No.
040905, for Ni,Sec 14, Township
,
N. M. P. Meridian, has
Range
filed notice of intention to make final
three year proof, to establish cNim to
the land above described, before Alvin
C. White, U. S. Commissioner, at
Kenna, N. M. on the 15 day of Jane
ig2r.
Claimant names aa witnesses:
John P. Smith, Marion M. Pyle,
Dyron II. Howard, William H. Morrir,
uw ji)
all of Elida, N. M.

The Kenna Record
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Land Loans
All kinds of Insurance.
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PREPAID

Emmett Patron, Register.

In Attractive Ca
KOTICK FOB ITDLICATIOX.

Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office nt Roswell, N.
May 22, 1921.
Notice is hereby given

M.

--

that Oliver E.

Johnson, of Jenkins, N.M. who, on April
16; 1910, made add H.E No. 047118 for
Lots 3, 4,SNVV.V, SWV, Sec3,Twp

ard, V. S. Cominissionsr, at Jenkinp,
N. M. on the 30 dav of June 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses:
John G. Her.dcrsoa, Elmer C. Hill,
these of Caprock, N .M. Eugene 13.
Boyd, Major A. Jceis, tl.eie of
Jenkins, N. M.
m27 j24
Emmett Patton. Register.

N. M. P. Meridian, hsil
Range 35-filed notice of intention to make final
Hotlee far FaallcaUeB.
three year proof , to establish claim to
Department of the Interior
the land above described, before Win,
U. S. Land Office at Roswell, N. M.
H. lilanc! nrd, U. S. Commissioner, at
May 27, 1921.
Jenkins, N.M. on the 23, day of June
Notice is hereby given that J. Fletcher
of Jenkins, N.M. who, on April
Wilson,
Claimant Ames as wttuessea:
16, 1920, made add H.E. 047117, for
J. Fletcher Wilson, Walter W. Chaney Lots 1 and 2,
StfNEV. SEW,
Jake E. Hebison, William E. Bonds, Section
N.
Twp.
Range. 3S-3,
all of Jenkins, N. M.
111J7 J24
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of inEmmett Patton, Register.
tention to make final three year proof,
to establish claim to the land above deNotice for Publication
scribed, before William R. Blanchard.
Department of the Interior
U. S. Commissioner, at Jenkins, N. M.
l S. Land Office at Fort Sumner, on the
5 day of July 1911.
N. M, May I , ig2t.
Notice is
Claimant names as wltnessbs:
hereby given that Vernon H. By num.
Ben R. Warren,. Walter W. Chaney,
of Clovis, N. M. who on Feby., 4, William C. Glenn, Thomas
J. Fuller,
II. E. No. O16127, for all of Jenkins, N. M.
1919, mad
jj ji
fii NEK , SEXN W.'4 , SEW , EtfSWtf,
Emrnett Patton, Register.
Sec. 3, NEV, E,'4NVVV, SWtfNW,
Range 27-Sec, 10, Twp.
N.M. P.
Meridian has tiled notice of intention to
Notice for Publication.
make final three year proof, to establish Department of the interior U.S. Land
claim to the land above described, be
Office, Fort Sumner. New Meiloo.
fore Alvin C. White, U. S. Commis-ionc- May 17, 1921.
at Kenna, N. M. on the 2, day
Notice is hereby given that John E,
of July 1921.
Bynum, of Goodlet, Texas, who, on
Claimant names as witnesses:
Dec. si, 1918, made Hd. E. No. 016126,
Henry T. Jones, Mattie Jones, these WS', Sec. u, EtfEM, SWWNEW,
of Olive, N. M. Ralph H. Maupin, of SWWSEW, & StfNWW, See it, Twp.
Canton, N. M. John E. Bynum, of
Range 27-N. M. P. Meridol Goodlet, Texas.
rn27 J24
ian, has filed notice of intention to
W. R- - McGill. Register.
make final three year proof, to
establish claim to the land above describH0TIC1 MB PCBLICATIOH.
ed, before Alvin C. White, U. S. Com
Department of the Ulterior
missioner, at Kenna, N. M. on the
U. S. Land Office at Fort Sumuer, N.
2 day of July
Jai.
M. May '28, 1921.
Claimant name at wltneaaeei
Notice is hereby given that John W.
Henry T. Jones, Mattie Jones, these
Jennings, of Olive, N. M. who, on Dec.
of Olive, N. M. Vernon H. Bynum,
17, 1918, made add H. E. No. 015423,
of Clovis, N. M. Ralph H. Maupin,
forNXSWX, Sec. 4, StfNEtf, and af Canton, N. M.
0127 j'24
'
SEX, Section 5, Township
4.S,
W. R. McGill,
Range 28 E, N.
M. P. Meridian,
Regutei
has filed notice of intention to make
final three year proof , to establish oiatm
Notice for Publication
Department of the Interior
to the land aboved described, before
U. S. Land Office at Roswell, N. M.
Alvin C. White, U. S. Commissioner, at KenDa, N. M. on the 13 day of May 2, 1921.
Notice
is hereby given that James L. Allen, of
July 1921.
Milnesand N. M. who on Sept., n, 1918,
Clalmaut names at vita lea:
HenryT. Jones, William A. Stroud, made H.E. No. 044116, forWtf.Sec.t,
Oscar H. Hewatt, Harvey B. Lucas, Twp.S-S- , Range . N.M. P. Meridian
has filed notice of intention to, make
all of Olive, N. M.
jio j8
three year proof, to establish claim to
W. R. McGill, Register.
the
land above described before H. A.
NOTICE FOHPCBJ.ICATIOJT.
Roberts,' U. S. Commissioner at Elida,
Department of tho Interior
N. M. on the 6 day of July 1921.
U. S. Land Office at Roswell, N. M.
Claimant names as wltneasea:
April 30, 1921.
A. Betts, James F. Baker,
James
Notice is hereby given that James C.
Albert E. Williamson, William H.
Mabry. of Portales, N. M., who, on
Moorhead, all of Milnesand, N. M.
May 15, 1919, madeorig., H. E. No.
i3 j
, Sec. 33, aud on Dec,
(MSJ27i for
Emmett
Patton. Register.
27, 1921), made add., H. E. 045318, for
Section
NNtf,
33, EtfW,, Setion
Township
Range 32-N. M.
P. Meridian,
has filed notice of
intention to make final
three year
proof, to establish claim to ' the YOUR
and above described, before Alvin C.
White, U. S. Commissioner, at NW.V,
R. 31.E, N.M. on the 15 CORNER
Sec. 10 T.
day of June 1921.
will not
b complete
Claimant named as w'tnesses:
Joseph F. Helms, Wesley W. Wilkin-son- ,
without a
j. Whit Robinson these of Kenna. "
NEW
N. M. Elmer C. Hiil, of Caprock, N.
"
I IOMLV'
M.
111 3 j 10
Emmett Patton. Register.
It is the
Nolle for Publication.
Department of the Interior
Greatest Home Economy.
U. S. Land Office at Roswell, N. M.
May 25, 1921.
Notice is hereby given that Charles A.
Beardsley, of Caprock, N. M. who, on
Nov., 17, 1917, madeorig H. E. No.
042172, for SXS',, Sec 24. SEW,
Necti n 23, aud who on November
19, 1919, made add H.E. O45994, for
.
Range
NX, Sec 27, Twp.
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
The "NEW HOME" Machine with Its
of intention to make final three year many
labor mtvlng device for j)luhinl
lj
will prove luulf to
proof, to estalbish claim to the laud fancy etjwlug
to your comfort 1ccuim) ut m
described,
before
BlanchR.
Win.
above
9-- S

'

E

4--

r,

4--

35-E-

Si

New Home;

g--

cosy

6--

3mLJ

1

Vir

9--

31-E-

heindiw-ptnulh-

ATerftiti(rrassMeBaea

Department

SMCsiCsa

Laid

Satisfaction Guaranteed

FROM FILIPINO

1.

3--

New York City.
b--

Peftf 'toe

I

U.
N. 14.,
Notice is

E,

1475 Broadway

AVoshlnton.
"Munt the heart
t
of Ainfrlcit
only lot the freedom of Ireland, of
Poland mid of the
Creoho Slovaks,
and not for the
Independence of
the riilllppliie Islands?"
This was the
question ltesldent
Commissi oner

of the Interior,
at Fort 8umner.

hereby given that Thomas D. Cothern,
of Kenna, N. M.,who, onMayi, 1918,
made H. E. No. 016045. fot NWV,
Section
Section
4,
3,
Range
NEV, Section o, Twp.
2g E, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make final three year
' Proof, to estabiibh claim to the land
above described, before Alvin . White,
U. s. Commissioner at Kenna, N. M. on
the 23 day of June tg2i
Claimant names as witnessed
Charles I. Kinard, Manford Elkins,
Emahual Elkins, Walter A. Bradley,
all of Elida, N. M.
ni20 ji7
W. R. McGill, Register.

mi
Frad Razor Co.

DRAMATIC PLEA

"

May 16, 192

or Money Refunded
!Thi3 offer for a limited
time only.
Remit by money order
'
or cash (no Stamps)

CONGRESS HEARS

Office

Pefcllearien.

Department of the Interior

U. S. Land Office at Roswell, N. M.
June 4,1921.
Notice is hereby given that Claude
F. .Wortham, of Leeray, Texas, whe en
July 12, 1918, made add Hd. E No.
036617, for SX, Section 22, Township,
N.
M. Will Appreciate a share
laife 31-L. ..At X'
iHOuro
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten
a
Outialdon
of your Abstract business
of the riilllpplnps lieato tnaka final three year prddf, to
Philippine Rtudent
adreiixed direoti
ish claim to the land above de
0
to the tneniber- - scribed, befere Alvin C. White, U. S.
Commlislonsf
shlp
6t the House Commissioner, at NWV,. Sec. Ten T. Mrs. Maud
liauro Oabaldon'
of Itenresentnlves
R. jt-E- ,
N.M. on the 14 day of
In a speech which was K'ven ycrjr
Portales, New Mexico.
close attention and was frequently ap- July 19SI
''
plauded.
nslsnaevt Maiei M wttaatMat
"At one time," said CoramlKstoner
Rabert L. Hollis, Mary E. Hollis,
Gnhaldon, "Congress had hefure It m John H. Miller, these of Elida, Ni M,
less than thirty resolutions expressing Frad Bi Berryhill, of Kenna, N, Mi
sympathy with the aspiration of the
:
jiO j8
Irish people, If not actualy Urging knf-lan- d
Emmett Patton. Register.
to grant Independence to Ireland.
At that time, also the Filipinos were
Obstetrics A Specialty
knocking at your door. Out of the
Ha FlMt Pmt Swri 4 Pt Offk.,
womb of war, many Kuropean repubASKS INDEPENDENCE WITH
lics were born, and America has re-:- gg
OR WITHOUT PROTECTION
joiced to uphold the name. And yet
the claim of the Filipinos Is still un: :
IUDAI
M.
heeded.
Must there be exceptions,
L
Manila,
P.
then, In International Justice?
Local Snrceea far Santa Pa R
The people ef the
"My plea, ttentleuien of the American Congress, Is that you Ignore no Philippines want
Indepeudenca
In
longer the repeated requests of a
people for an Independence whatever form
that 'rightfully belongs to them. The they can gt It,
granting of Independence now affords kf a ii u e I Queien,
the United States a golden opportunity president of the
Philippine senate,
to give to the world unanswerable
proof of Its sincerity, Its consistency declared In an adMedicine
dress befere that
ana its altruism. It will be the greatest example of square dealing In the body.
"Let the Amerihistory of the ages.
cans la the
"Do not think we are not appreciative of all you have done for us. nines and those In
We are. America has truly treated the United States Manuel L, Quezon
the Filipino people as no other nation know that the peo- - President Philip-pi- e
Office Odd Fellows Bldg
pine Striate
of the Philip- has ever treated an alien race In all
history. The high points of the Amer- pines covet their freedom, liberty and
ican policy In the Philippines have pelltlcal emancipation so much thut
they will not hesitate to receive from
been consistently InsplrecM-altrulsWe know that you were actuated In the Congress of the United States
your labors by the desire to contrib- cemplete and absolute Independence
wtihout protection," Quezon said.
ute to our own welfare.
"And we love you perhaps most of v"If the United States, dictated by Its
own Interests, decides to extend proall for your solemn promise to grant
us that whlch"we hold dearer than life tection to the Philippines, well and
0- -0
goed. We weuld accept that as a soItself our freedom. Independence Is
our
lution
ef
problems.
not,
If
us
let
U.
our national Ideal. It Is our all ab6. "Cmmlsslentr,
sorbing aim. It grows stronger every have absolute Independence In whatever form we can jet It."
hour. For the spirit of nationalism
never dies. Much less ran It be sub- thePresident Quezon declared that if Office Room is, ist., National Bank
question were put before the Bldg.
dued. We believe that we can never Filipinos
for a vote, 68 per cent would
hope to be a sturdy nation If we are
Roswell,
New Mexico.
to rely forever on the luugnanlmlty of favor absolute Independence.
the United States.
A TEST OF FAITH
"America's task In the Philippine
Is
Islands
finished. What you have as(Chattanooga News.)
sumed as your sacred obligation In
Wa have frequent occasion to prothat part of the world has been fultest against the efforts of Japan to
filled. A people with a medieval sysOptemetrist and Optician
Impose her dominion upon unwilling
tem of Institutions has teen transyet
peoples,
we
EYE
have
thus
GLASSES THAT SATISFY.
far
ailed
Imformed Into a conscious nation.
bued with all that Is modern In the to' exemplify the Ideals which we recRoswell, New Mexico.
activities of nations. And If you give ommend to Japan. If we should withus Independence our gratitude to you draw our sovereignty from the Philippines, In accordance with our repeated
will Increase a thousand fold; It will
we could the more consistyou
keep faith with us. prouilnes,
last forever If
ently
"There Is but one issue In the Phil- course ask Japan to follow a similar
toward Shantung, Manchuria
M.
ippine question, and that Is: Is there
Siberia. Our plea weuld have a
today a stable government on the Is- and
great deal more force If we could
lands? In the Joaes law you promised
Independence upon the establishment make It with clean hands. To say that
Philippines are not ready for Inof such a stable government. Your the
dependence Is merely to express an
own Governor-Genera- l
has officially arbitrary, gratuitous
RANGE CATTLE and BUZZ?
opinion.
It la
reported tlist there Is a stable gov- perfectly easy
to
COMMISSION DEALEr.
create conditions
ernment In existence today, and we In one's own
mind
no
that
people
also have submitted plenty of evidence ever could
comply with. Our dday
to substantiate Its existence. There- about
respecting our own pledge Is a
fore, we hope and expect America will reflection
on our national good faith
aow curry out Its pledge."
Reiwtll, V M
aud a constant Invitation to Interna- lt IWrtk M.is
tional complications In the far east.

PORTALES
ABSTRACT CO.
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Dr. A. J. Evens,
Phoirt:

u

and

Obstetrici,

Elida.

N. M.

S)an 6. itavage,
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00

Dr. Chas. A. Staohlin

W. Hodges
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Elida, Wednesday making proof
their additional homesteads.
They were accompanied by Geo.
Ray and Mr. and Mrs. T. A.
Tillinghast.

The Roswell Style Shop

on

Do Pay

Pure-Bred- s

That

Every woman, no matter how critical her taste,
Will be able to select from our showing a becoming HAT at any season at a decided SAVING.

Dodrill Tire Company does
Guaranteed Vulcanizing and Retreading. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Roswell. N. M.

1

Y

EXCLUSIVE MILLINERY

Mrs. B. Lynch,

For Sale or Trade:- - Stock Dry
Goods and Ford Cars to trade,
aUo Farm.
Richardson,

pure-bre- d
g
livestock is a safe,
investment for any farmer has long been
the conviction and the message of the great
national weekly of farm progress,
profit-bringin-

1210 So.

of Parke Davi3 Blackleg Agressin protects
your calf for life. Brand and Vaccinate at
the same time with this Vaccine

s.

Bince

The Country Gentleman

is to farm literature the best,
the safest, the most profitable.

si

m

tmtm-fZ-

Port

.S

Patronize Home
Industry

V

Why pay freight on flour. The Roswell
Milling Co., is making the besjt grade of patent
FLOUR from Pecos Valley wheat. Keep your
money at home. What is the sense iri helping
Kansa farmers tword prosperty when a good
FLOUR is made here at home? "

fr

Try a sack today. Ies GUARANSEED
If Not Satisfied, Bring it Back and
"
Get Your M O .N E Y.

t

!!

it

H

e

E. White,
Kenna,

HIGH ART TAILORING
'

0-

N.

TAILORS
HATTERS

s

M.

jTJjJRjFTJS POWER

N.M

UMsLJJ
I

G. W, ZENK,
JEWELER:
.Edison & Vlctv

Phonegraphs,
New Records Received Onde
A Month.

Roswell,

n.

m.

SAVE AND SUCCEED

LOCALS

1

iLAND OmOEHPRACTICC
A

SPECIALTY.

I

N.M.

ROSWELL,!

Herbert Rickard and Outtie
spent Sunday night at
J. Stobb home.

1

29-E-

dall, G. TVRorie, A; W. Stafford,
T. ' D. and" J. Bryan ' were in
town Tuesday from Union

HetJee foi rnbncatJoB.
Department of the Interior, V. ft.
Roy Riddle arrfved from AriLa4 Office, at RoiwelL H. iL,
zona, and will visit realtives Mr. Apr. 30, ig2r.
Notice is hereby given that Jesse G.
and Mrs. W. H. Cryer.
Gilbert, of Jenkins, N. M. wfco, on
Mrs. M. J. Holcomb returned
July 16, 1918, made add Hd. E. No.
to her home at Electra, Texas,
Mr. and Mrs J. II. Hathcock 041368, for NXNWtf, Sec 8, NE
Sec 7, KE. NEYSW,V.eC 6
this week after spending a few and daughter, Eva and Miss
Twp
Range 34-N. M. P.. Meridays here with relatives.
Ellen Miller were callers at E. dian, has filed notice of intention to
C. McCown's Sunday afternoon. make final three year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described,
L. M. Carmichael and son,
before William R. IJlanchard, U. S.
Carlton, and G. T. Littlefieldand
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Ward left Commissioner at Jenkins, N. M. on the
son, G. W., were in Portales, last week for Plainview, Texas, 15 day of June 1921.
Clu. aant names as witnesses:
overnight last Saturday.
after visiting relatives here.
George W. Watson, Virgil A. Maul-din- ,
Lawrence N. Waldrop, Lawrence
A. Gray, all of Jenkins, N. M. mi3jiO
J. C. Matkin is here from Tex
Emmett Patton, Register.
9--

having lived out a homestead
everal years ago and has many
friends here who are glad to see
him once more.

AND

Roswell,

L. GEYER

Notice for Publication
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Fort Sumner,
N. M Mav 24. iq2i.
of Roosevelt county the bett
Notice is hereby given that Wiille L.
News was received today, Magee, of Elida, N, M., who, on May
season we have" had for several
years, grass is getting good and Tuesday of the death of Mr. t, 1918, made H. E. No. 018144. for
prospects for another good crop and Mrs. Bryan's daughter, EX, Sec. 8, SWtf, Sec. 9, NEX,
Secnon 17, Iwp
Range .
N.
Gertrude.
were never better.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten
tion to make final three year proof, to
W. D. McFarland who came Mr. and Mrs. M. D. Manges estahsh claim to the land above described, before
U. S.
here about two months ago from spent Sunday njght with the J. Commissioner,H. jnA. his Roberts,
office at Elida,
family.
Miller
Oklahomar filed on 640 acres cf
N. M. on the 28, day of June 1921.
land southeast of town this
Claimant names as witnesses:
Guy U. Davis, James E. Wallis,
week.
A 5 inch rain fell here Satur
day nlgjit which will cause moBt Charles E. McClellan, Dorthy Mage
all of Elida, N. M.
m27 j24
W. H. Cryer, E. T. Kuyken- - of the farmers to do much
W. R. McGill. Register.

S C. March is here from Ft
Scott, Kansas. Mr. March is
one of the old timers here he

Work Neatly Done.

ioj west Fourth

There

T. J. Slade arrived here Sunday from his home at Miner al
Wells, Texas, for an extended
visit with his son O. H. Slade
'
and family.

1

-

CLEANERS,

last Friday night.

as, visiting his mother, Mrs. J.
M. Sherman.

I

For Sale By

n

I DAVID

4--

An authorited tubscrlption reoretentitlva of
11 To(WrrGcatlua
Tb Udiei' Hobk Jrareal Tk Saturday EtmIiii

-

iNlewvlexico.

ha3 been 5 or more inches of rain Migill
fall here from Friday night to the W.
uuuuajf iii hi,, imo gives una part

pure-bred-

Texico, N. M.

1

-

Mrs. W. H. Bayhff. Mrs. Silas
Kenna and vicinity has been Evans returde J home Sunday.
visited with some good rains

In the same way other Invest!- -'
gators are continually search
ing out the practices that pay
jn every other branch of farming. Each week their stories
help 800,000 readers. What
s
are to farm livestock

Geo. E. Taylor,

man-n.-

-

CO.

DRUG

rp:nding a week with
her father and mother Mr. and

52 Weekly Issues for just $1.00

'

OWL

Mrs. Ed Lee is in Clovis, th's
week visiting her husband who
I:a3 teen in the hospital the pat night.
two weeks. Mr. Lee i3 getting
along nicely and will be home in
After
a feways.

practices among certain breeders and distributors of pure-bredNext week in a constructive
article, it tells the general farmer how, in spite
of these practices, he can profitably stock up
with pure-bred- s
NOW.

everyone who raises animals.
His able, concretely suggestive
tory deserves your attention.

Phone r Write Us
Roswel,

In a widely discussed recent series it pointed
out, with merciless publicity, dangerous evil

Roswell, N. M

One 15 Cent Dose

Lea,

Roswell, N. M

J. F. Knight of Tromise, S. D.
was hero Monday "looking for a
few hundred Bteers to buy and
to his ranch in S. D.

William Johnson write the"
llory. For several months he
has been traveling all about the
country, interviewing leading :
breeders and livestock farmers
and gathering material for a
message that will be helpful to

3rd., St.

119 W.,

The body of Mrs. Sid Beal
who died in Clovis,. Tuesday arrived in Elida, yesterday and interment was mada in the Elida,
cemettay. Mrs. Beal had many
friends here who" are grieved by
her untimely death.
UNION VALLEY SQUIBS.

R. II. Roberts was in 'town
Frank. Bishop has sold his
from his home southeast of here homestead to E. C. McCown.
Monday and reports good rains
out his way the last few days.
On the account of the
rain The Uuion Valley
Society has postponed its
Miss Minnie Graham and
brother, Glenn, were down from program two weeks from Friday

-- Hello-Bill

Go
.

Notlc for PnMIcfttloB.
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Roswell, N. M.
April, 30, 1921.
Notice is hereby given that William
F. Bennett, of Elida, N. M. who, on
Aug. 14. 1916, made add H E, No.
035185, for SEtf , Sec. 2, Towaship
Range 33-N.M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make inal
three year proof to establish claim to
the land above described, before H.
A. Roberts, U. S. Commissioner, at
Elida, n. M. on the 13 day of Juae

to

Dad Shermans

To get something to
EAT. MEALS Now

7-- S

50 Cents
So Kwltcherklkkln.

192 1.

Claimant names as witnesses:

John P. Smith, Walter D. Smith,
Abb L. French, Lomau L. Peach, all

Kenna Hotel.

of Elida,

U.

Kotlee for Publication.

Department of the Interior

U. S. Land Office
April 30, io2i.

N.

M.

mis jiO

Emmett Patton. Register.

at Roswell, N.

M

Notice is hereby
given that'Stanley C. March, of Ft.
Scott, Kansas, who on July 17, 1916,
made add H.E. No. 035110, for NWV,
Range 30-N. M. P.
Sto. i5,Twp.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
tomake final three year proof, to establish claim to the land above described
before Alvin C. White, U. S. Cemmie
R.
sioner, at NWV, Sec. Ten T.
31 E,N. M. on the 13 day of June igar.
Claimant name aa witnesses:
Frank Good, Willie A. Fry, Will
iam H. Cooper, Harvey E. White, all
of Kenna, N. M.
mt3 jio
Emmett Patton. Register.
6--

6--

Notice for Publication
Department of the Interior
S. Land Office at Roswell, N.

M.

Notice is hereby given that Edward A.
Boles, of Fluvanna, Texas, who 00
March, 10, 1919, made H.E. No. 042831
Sjc. 5, Tp.
Rge 35-for
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice al
intention to make final three year preef
te establish claim to the land above described, before Alvin C. White, U. S
Commbsioner at NWX, Sec. tea T.
N. M. ou the 14, day el
R. 31-9--

E

6--

July igji.
Claimant feanea aa wlUeeeeei
George T. Rorie, of Elida, N. M.
George W. Farmer, of Jenkins, N. 11.
Sam A. Beaver, Eathen R. Ball, these
jtO j8
of Fluvanna, Texas,
Emmett Patton, Register.
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GOMEL

GOOD
HIGHWAYS

J U Li

V-- H

--
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FEDERAL

AID

Get

ihrlce-dall- y

this

v

low-co- st

Ijjj

appetite and digestion

V

y

It keeps teeth white

breath sweet
and throat

V

Y

dear

v

Makes your

No

taste

6 Cellans
Hot water

"Dodscn's Liver Tono" Is Taking
the Place of Dangerous,
Sickening ,Drug.

by the United States Department of Agriculture)

Tou're bilious, sluggish, constipated
Federal aid for the construction of and believe you need vile, dangerous
9.C30 miles of national highways has calomel to start your liver and clean
been approved by the United States your bowels.
Department of Agriculture.
Here's Dodson's guarantee t Ask you
Up to
September 80, 1020, approval had been druggist for a bottle of Dodson's Liver
given for 805 projects, which form Tone and take a spoonful tonight If
links In one or the other of the 24 It doesn't start your liver and straightmarked trails which have been laid en you right up better than calomel
out by private associations to cross and without griping or making you sick
the country from East to West and I want you to go back to the store and
get your money.
North to South.
Take calomel today and tomorrow
The mileage which will be constructed with federal, aid on each of you will feel weak and sick and nauthe several trails la shown In the fol- seated. Don't lose a day's work. Take
spoonful of harmless, vegetable
lowing table:
Length Dodson's Liver Tone tonight and wake
Federal up feeling great It'a perfectly harm.Nam ot Highway.
aid ap
less, so give It to your children any
proved
time. It can't salivate so let them eat
projects.
anything afterwards. Adr.
Miles.
.
89S
rfxle Highway
,
294
Osark Trail
m
She Raked the Hay.
Yellowstone Trail
456
" 'Oh, come Into the garden, Maud.'
Bankhead Highway
93
What Maud did the poet mean?"
677
Meridian Highway
National Oil Trails Jr.
826
"Maud Muller, of course."
Krtlg ot Trails
474
647
National Parks Highway
Cutlcura Soap for the Complexion
Theodore
Roosevelt
International
:
Highway
Nothing better than Cutlcura Soap
426
604
Jefferson Highway
dally and Ointment now and then as
,
766
Lincoln Highway
needed to-- make the complexion clear,
616
Old Spanish Trail
scalp clean and hands soft and white.
..'.237
Mississippi Valley Highway
259
Dixie Overland Highway
Add to this the fascinating, fragrant
,
161
Jackson Highway .
Cutlcura Talcum, and you have the
183
Pacific Highway
Cutlcura Toilet Trio. Adv.
814
Roosevelt National Highway

M

benefit from
aid to

Relief

FOR HIGHWAYS

Approval Given for 855 Projects Up
to September 30, 1920 Western
States Lead.
(Prepared

6

FAST IfJ SOUTH

.J

"After Every Meal

0Y

smokes
I;IJ

ij

It

KTSIl

i

1

Maxwell

462

Total

The Flavor Lasts
'f

22
319
140

.

J

9,630

The extent to which federal aid has
been applied to the trails varies In
the different states. Naturally, the
Western states are using much more
of the federal apportionments In developing roads of this character than
the Eastern states. This Is due to
the fact that the routes In the Eastern. states already had been Improved
to a large extent before the roads
were selected by the pathfinders. This
was not true In the West, where long
stretches of the selected roads were
still In an unimproved condition when
they were designated.
Nevada leads In Its use of federal
funds on roads of this character.
Eighty-thre- e
per cent of Its entire
mileage of approved federal-ai- d
roads
lies on one or the other of the trails
which cross the states.
On these
roads Nevada will spend 00 per cent
of the federal money which has been
granted to her.
Indiana is a close second, with 80
per cent of Its entire federal-tilmileage and 83 per cent of Its money aid
d

r rmr

r

iJ

FOR INDIGESTION

n n

Canada

Uzi

C??:n

end Us:!;h

and has brought contentment and hpplne
their famito thousand! of home erekers
lies who have started on her F R EE homeeteade
or bouuht land at attractive price. Tbey bnve
established their own home and secured prosperity end independence. In the grest grain- rowing sections of the prairie provinces there
still to be had on easy terms

Fert"a lend

st $'5 to $33 in Acre

land slmilsr to thst which through many
years bas yloldad from 20 to 45 bushels
of wheat to the acre oats, barley and flax
also in great abundance, while rn'oins;
horses, cattle, sheep and boss is equally
profitable. Hundreds of fanners in Western
Canada have raised crops in a single seasoa
worth more than the whole coat of their land.
Healthful climate, good neighbors, churches,
schools, rural telephone, excellent markers
and shipping facilities. The climate and soil
offer inducements for almost every branch ol
agriculture. The advantages for

Dalrylnffr Mixed Farming .

and Stock Raisins
appeal

literature, maps, description of larm
opportunities in Manitoba, Saa
Katcnewan. Aioerca ana on
tua Columbia, etc, write

mm

F. H. HEWITT

Main Street
0II
Kansas City. Ho.
Cl4NUa1lA,

m4

LULI'Ifl
a

SPLINTER MARKS FAR NORTH

ill

w

L

DsMNfnfM

y

tTrockl

mn,

dnyariat or by
nr. i. n

Your

Olotmanl

rxwta.

wrmm

But we have to confess that we don't
Little Peninsula Extending Into Lake always recognize good luck when we
of the Woods In Canada Is
do meet It.
American Territory.
To Insure gllstenlng-whlt- e
table
Many Americans have worried about linens, use Bed Cross Ball Blue In your
a stubby little peninsula which extends laundry. It never disappoints. At all
from Canada Into the Lake of the good grocers, Be.
tnf&l-le- l,
Woods north of the forty-nint- h
which marks the established bound- SOMEWHAT HARD TO EXPLAIN
ary between Canada and the United
States from the Lake of the Woods to Principal Could Hardly Have Chosen
Puget sound.
More Inopportune Moment to
This small area, chopped oft from
Make His Entry.
Canada and surrounded on three sides
by the waters, of Uie Lake of the
I was a callow school teacher, nervWoods, belongs to the United States. ous and anxious to please, writes a
Disregarding Alaska, It Is the north- correspondent
In my first year I
ernmost land of the American republic. followed the usual scheme, substitutNo map shows any town or village ing or cadetlng for
teachers absent
In the remote and Isolated region. It for various causes.
I was at a school
Appears merely as a truckless forest one day teaching In
the absence of
wlldernesst
a woman who was 111. During the
Now It Is Indicated that there la a morning exercises I read a couple of
village In this forgotten enclave, for a chapters from a story, as was her cuspost office has been established at
tom. I cannot remember the name of
nnd a weekly mall service Is the book, but I had Just read "But
During the winter the here comes the author of all our troumaintained.
service will be by horse and sleigh bles," when the door suddenly opened
across the Ice ot the lake. .
and In walked the principal. The room,
In the summer a motorboat will be comp6sed of
sophomores,
used.
burst Into one prolonged roar of laugh,
ter. The principal, - a man Insistent
upon his dignity, waited patiently, but
Logical.
He No man follows fashion like a one burst of laughter followed another.
woman.
I tried to explain, but began to laugh
Sao Oh, don't they? A woman fol- myself. Finally, realizing that it was
lows fashions closely, but a man fol- the only way to restore order, he left
lows her Just as closely, therefore . the room. Later' I explained and ha
London Answers.
saw the Joke.
e,

f

mi
(cXp)i pj pi sijs,

to the construction

trails; and Oklahoma, with

Whaft to

Mieioff

Take a good dose of Carter's Little liver Pills
then take 2 or 3 for a few nights after.

CARTERS
f

Building a Federal Highway In
ginia.
applied

2

JSTTLE

IVEH
iPILLS
A

wfcDfoR

You will relish your meals without fear of trouble to
follow. Millions of all ages take them for Biliousness,
Dizziness, Sick Headache, Upset Stomach and for Sallow,
fimply. Blotchy bkin, l hey tnd the misery of ComUpalhn.
Genuine bear
sZZtCvZvC Saull PU1; Saudi Dot; Small Price

y).Yf

Aftj:

if fHIH TrtlJir

CAUSES THAT LAZY
TIKtU FEELING.
AND RESTORES STRENGTH.
Offol J MALARIA
TRY IT.
druagirt,
wtH Arthur P.fr A Cs., Loubriila, Ky
hr
M

WARD

If

But Malaria

w

m

w

Is ur Mealtime Drink
Your Friend?

if

70

Vir-

of the

per cent

of Its mileage and 81 per cent of Its
federal funds, Is not far behind.
Florida takes the lead In the percentage of lis fund which will be
used for trail building, with 04 per
cent of Its federal allotments so applied ; but this amount will be spent
for only 00 per cent of the mlleoge
which has been approved In the state.
In addition to the above, the stated
of Illinois, Kansas, Montana, New
Mexico, Utah, and Washington are
each using 50 per cent or more of their
federal money for the upbuilding of
the trails.
Life of Concrete Road.
The life of a good concrete road
should be at least twenty years and
It would seem that this country could
afford to spend a large sum of money
In the development of such highways
If the mouey were put Into roads
which will last at least twenty years
under motortruck traffic.
Experts
here and abroad believe that the concrete road la good for much louger
than twenty years.

t

to reduced railway rates. Illustrates

high-scho-

If

,T),

to industrious H ?
make a tremendous
lra viahitiff trt Imnmv their fMrrum- - .1)
Stances. For certificate entitling yoqj

.

Colorado to Qulf
Pikes Peak Ocean to Ocean
Atlantic Highway
Miscellaneous

Sure Relief

r-"- -i

'

lr--
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A good many people who like tea
or coffee fmd that tea and coffee
dorft like them.

Nervousness, sleeplessness or

disturbed digestion is proof! .

Postum Cereal
furnishes a satisfyin
cup without irntatin
nerve?? or r!id'p?tinr

Thousands who have made
the change keep on with

Postum because it's

ter for them.

bet-

'There's a Reason"
Sold by all grocers
Mada by Postum Cereal Cojnc,

caxua ueax.riica.
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ASPIRIN

The Kitchen

Name "Dayer" on Genuine

Baby Specialist S.

Cabinet oo
--

. H10.

Western New.oaD.r Union.)
Every spirit as it la mors pure.
And hath In It the mora of heavenly
"Hunt,
Bo to It the fairer body doth procure
To bablt tn and make It mora fairly
dlKht
With cheerful gmce and amiable siKht.
For of the Soul of the body form doth

Beware I Unless you Bee the name
"Bayer" on package or on tablets you
are not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians for twenty-on- e
years and proved safe by millions.
Take Aspirin only as told In the Bayer
package for Colds, Headache, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Earache, Toothache,
Lumbago, and for Pain. Handy tin
boxes of twelve Bayer Tablets of Aspirin cost few cents. Druggists also
sell larger packages. Aspirin Is the
trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of
Monoacetlcacldester of Sallcyllcacld.
Adv.

Lots of men would rather have hnlf
a loaf than a sternly Job.

take;
For soul la form and doth ths body
make.

Spenser, quoting Lamb.

SEASONABLE GOOD THINGS.

Pour

HAT there are Physicians who. specialize on Infant ailments yon know. All
Physicians understand Infant troubles: all Physicians treat them. It is his
profession, his duty, to know human ills from the Stork to the Great Beyond.
But in serious cases he calls in the Specialist. Why? He knows as every
Mother knows, or ought to know, that Baby is just a baby, needing special treatment, special remedies.
Can a Mother be less thoughtful? Can a Mother try to relieve Baby with
a remedy 'that she would use for herself? Ask yourself; and answer honestly
Always 'remember that Baby is just ababy. And remembering this you
will remember that Fletcher's Castoria is made especially for Infants and
1

Some time for a luncheon or supper
dish, try this tempting combination.
Tomato Rare,
bit rut two ta- blespoonfuls
of
butter In a saucepan, and when
melted add two
tablespoonfulg of
flour.

I

Children.
i

on

three- gradually
fourths of a cupful of thin cream, and
as soon as the mixture is thickened,
s
add
of a cupful of
strained tomatoes, mixed with
of a teospoonful of soda; then
add two cupfuls of finely-cu- t
cheese,
two eggs slightly beaten, salt, mustard and cayenne to taste. Serve as
soon as the cheese 1b melted on hot
graham crackers or toasted bread.
Ham and Noodles. Butter an earthen baking dish, put into the bottom a layer of boiled noodles; add a
layer of cold boiled ham cut In bits,
then another layer of noodles, repeating until the dish Is full. Cover with
buttered crumbs, dot with butter and
bake in a moderate oven.
Frlcatelll. Grind pork tenderloin
very fine through a meat chopper.
Season with salt, pepper, grated onion,
and a bit of powdered sage. Take
half as much bread as meat, soak the
crumbs until soft, squeeze dry and
mix with the meat - Add one or two
unbeaten eggs to bind. Shape into
small flat cakes, dredge with flour and
fry.
California Mince Pie. Pour one cupful of boiling water over one cupful
each of apricots and prunes. Let stand
three hours, remove the skins from the
apricots and the stones from the
prunes, cook In the water in which they
were soaked until the water is nearly
all cooked away. Mix the dried fruit
with one cupful of raisins, one-hal-f
cupful of minced citron, the Juice of
an orange, ono-hateaspoonful each
of cinnamon, nutmeg and cloves,
cupful of walnuts, one cupful
of sugar and
f
cupful of almonds. Bake with two crusts.

Set

Child pen Cry For
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The housewife smiles with satisfaction as she looks at the basket of
clear, white clothes and thanks Red
Cross Ball Blue. At grocers, 5c.

Aiian will trust his wife with the
core of his children, but not with the
care of his prize chickens.

KILL RATS TODAY
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By Using

the Genuine

STEARNS'

ELECTRIC PASTE
The guaranteed "killer" for Rata, Mice, Oockroarnea,

Anu and Wa'crbnea

the greatest known carriers
of disease. They destroy both food and property.
Steams' Hlectrlo Paste forces these pe.ta to rua
fmin the building for water and fresh air.

KEAUV FOR

THAN TRAPS

ER

Directions In U languages tn every box.
Two llaea, Wo and II. ML Bnougb to kill 60 to 400
U. 8. Government buj. It.

rat.

STOMACH

SUFFERERS
SHOULD TRY PRESCRIP.
TION OF A FRENCH
PHYSICIAN
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Advertising by the use of large space, the expenditure of huge sums
of money have placed on the market, have put in your home, perhaps,
many articles that today have been discarded, as you will readily admit.
Do you recall anything that has more modestly
appealed to the
public than has Fletcher's Castoria: modest In all Its claims, pleading
at all times and truthfully for our babies?
The big 6plurg, the misleading claims may win for a time, but
g
the honest
advertiser Is like the old story of the tortoise
that beat the hare.
Mothers everywhere, and their daughters, now mothers, speak
frankly, glowingly, enthusiastically in praise of Fletcher's Castoria.
Speak of it lovingly as a friend that has brought comfort, cheer and
smiles to their little-onTo them: to these true mothers no argument can Induce them
to set aside their bottle of Castoria, their old friend, that they might
try even another and unknown remedy for babies. Then, would YOU
think of going to YOUR OWN medicine chest to find relief for Baby's
troubles? Can you not separate the false from the true? '
truth-tellin-

r
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fcMnfulBcmecfyft
Constipation and Diarrhoea
A

And revensnncM

TneeorSLEEP

resulting merefroinjnjnfancy.
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MOTHERS

SHOULD BEAD THE BOOKUf THAT IS AROUND
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CASTORIA

GENUINE
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FLETCHER'S CASTORIA

ALWAYS

Bears the Signature of

Si
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EVERY BOTTLE

one-hal-

This stomach corrective Is a purely
Tegetable digestive, mildly laxative.
Sold under the trade name of
Bo positive

are results that every

package is sold on a money back
guarantee of satisfaction.
Bolton-Smit- h
Drug Co., of Fulton,
Mo., say: "We have sold Digestolds
years
and they have
for about two
given splendid satisfaction. Have
never had a single complaint. We
think Digestolds one of the best digestive remedies we ever sold."
Digestolds should be In every
home. Get a package today. At your
druggist on a Money Back Guarantee.
Price BO cents.

There must be no stint of labor
where labor will tell for our neighbors' happiness, but no wasteful extravagance of It where It will not
profit.

Exact Copy oi Wrapper.
TM

OKNTAUR COMPANY,

NIW YORK

Too Much Baggage.
His Hobby.
"What is your husband's hobby?"
"Where can I put this suitcase?"
The Vim Truck for light delivery ha. no
"Complaining about my extravaJust th. oar for the Farmer, Dairy"I'm sorry, old man, but the Icebox equal.
Mildewed gloves may be hung la
man, etc. We
carry la .toclc
Oklahoma
gance,
I think."
Is full." Iowa Frivol.
City a complete .took of car.la and
a wooden box In which is placed a
pane.
Agents wanted in every county In Oklahoma.
saucer containing
Write or call.
OKI.A. TBCCK SALES CO.
ammonia ; cover
511 W. 2nd bt.
Okluhoma City, Okla.
tightly and the
In
the
fumes
course of a day
will drive away
the mildew.
When a tablecloth, used for
the first time is soiled by a stain
or spot, stretch the cloth over emEatonlo Cots Her Up
broidery hoops and remove the spot
When dry, press and the cloth Is fresh
"Over a year ago," says Mrs. Dora
again.
Williams, "I took to bed and for 10
Oranges, cut in small bits with the
months did not think I would live,
rind left on, are especially nice to
Eatonie helped nie so much I am now
give to a fever patient who needs
up and able to work. I recommend it
something often to cool the mouth.
highly for stomach trouble."
If cracked Ice Is to be used in the
Eatonie helps people to get well by
sickroom, it will keep longer if a piece
taking up and carrying out the excess
of cheesecloth, Is tied over the bowl
acidity and gases that put the stomach
and the Ice kept in It Cover the
out of order. If you have Indigestion,
sourness, heartburn, belching, food rebowl with another and place a paper
peating, or other stomach distress, take
bag over both. This will save many
an Eatonie after each meal. Big bos
steps to renew the Ice.
costs only a trifle with your dnig:Ist'
who get so tired
For the
guarantee.
lying in one position, the following
will
help
be greatly appreciated: Tie
Conkey's,
&
stout new cotton cloth strips on each
Poultry and Pet Remedies
side of the headboard or
and Feed. Seeds, plants, bulbs, etc.
having a large knot In the end of
Mail your orders enclosing Money Order or drift.
each strip to bold. By grasping these
We oaa supply anything you went promptly.
supports one may raise up or change
position easily. The knots may be
PIONEER SEED STORE
slipped under the pillow when not in
110 W. California, Oklahoma City, Okla.
use.
DEAD SHOT
For tired feet, a mixture of baking
soda and talcum, sprinkled into the
shoes, will give great relief. For
No taste, no smelL Eaten
readily when mixed with
corns and callouses, keep them covbait, according to direcered with adhesive tape, renewing as
tions. Dries them up, no
bad odor. Price S3 cents.
often as the bathing of the feet reFor sale hw all
moves the plasters.
This keeps the
Mfg. by D... Shot Caeaiicai
C, OkUeeu Cit, OalaaHM
hard places soft.
A piece of camphor, kept in tbe
-Bend ronr
a a
S Better known
silver drawer, will help to keep the
hrnhnn
1M
lentna tar
silver from tarnishing.
duplicate to
aa4uiWea
Cement floors are washed by flushr ,v 1
SPECIALIST
ing with hose and scrubbing with
Off u 406 V
Calcord Bid... Oklahoma City. Okla.
broom or brush. If they slant toward
the drain, as they should, the cleaning
126 RIAmiOTII
JACKS
ijlrf .
1 bar. a bargain
is very simple.
for you, eome quick.
inv'i t'Vivi i f- -i I
W. L. Ic.XOV7'8 JACK jrlttAI

HELPFUL

VIM TRUCKS

HINTS.

Bad Stomach
Sends Her to Bed
for 10 Months
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needless end dangerous tog
oiler from a clogged up system
because It often lays the foundation for a lifetime of misery and

W

M

DR. TUTTS UVE3 PIUS
taken one or two at bedtime,
quickly eliminates ail poisonous
waste
from
the system
. . matter
...
...
ana irreoguien me uoweu.
.
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bed-rldde- n

Pratt's

Hess

bed-frnm-

ALLEN'S

FOOT-EAS- E

FOU THE FEET
Sprinkle one or two Allen'g Foot-Ea- ee
powderg in the Foot Bath and soak and
rub the feet. It takes the sting out of
Corn, and Bunion and ginartinii, aching
feet. Then for lasting comfort, .hake Af
len'g FootEaae into your ihoes. It takes
the friction from the .hoe. reata. the feet
and makes walking a delight. Always una
it for dancing parties and to break in new
shoes. Over One Million Five Hundred
Thousand pounds of Powder for the Feet
were used oy our Army and Navy during
tbe war.

Ask for ALLEN'S

FOOT-EAS-

E

kUUAK FIMHHINU. One roll, any alae, Enand prints for ii cents (coin).
Tale, Okie.
largement free. Kodak Kitchen,

ftiosphaie
Baiting
Powder
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Rat Killer
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Yank Princess
May Be Queen
Widow of Ralph Thomas May See meditating schemes for Us restoration.
"He told me snd stories of Albania,"
Husband Acclaimed King of
she continued, "of Its wild scenery and
the plcturesquenoss of Its neoDle. II
Albania.
.

was a delightful chap and I confess
that I lost my heart to him. We were
married quietly.
TO
PRINCE
HEART
LOSES
"Whether the prince will become
king of Albania Is not certnln T i
well known In diplomatic circles that
Princess Vlora Is Granddaughter of Eu- the problem of finding a. satisfactory
gene Kelly, Millionaire New York
ruler Is a hard one.
Banker Her First Husband
"Albania Is the roughest ennntrv in
the Balkans, a country of wild moun
Was Frank Jay Gould.
tains, entirely without railroads. The
New York. Princess Vlora, former- only towns are situated on the coast
ly Mrs. Helen Kelly Gould and more of the Adriatic. The entire nnmilnrlon
recently Mrs. Ralph Thomas, may be Is less than 1,500,000.
the first American to be addressed as
''your majesty."
If she attains the throne of Albania,
as seeius possible, she bids fair to
eclipse socially Princess Anustasla of
Greece, formerly Mrs. William B.
Leeds, who, through her marriage to
prince Christopher of Greece, has
climbed the royal ladder higher than
any other American woman.
Prlucess Vlora is In New York "on
business," while her royal consort, Director of Naval Aviation Lays
Wince Vlora, Is at their house In Paris
Out Extensive Program for
arranging plans to ascend the throne
of his ernnilfHthpr.
Summer and Fall.
The father of Vlora, Ferld Pasha, Is
prime minister to Abdul IJamld, and
is working quietly with Turkish leadB!9 AIRSHIPS TO TAKE' PART
ers.
She Prefers Paris.
"What will you do In Albania, where
most of the men are polygamlsts and Giant Dirigible Purchased From Great
Britain Will Take Trip West
addicted to bloody feuds?" I asked her
in her apartment In the Hotel Lenorlc.
Far as Chicago Maneuvers
"I don't know," she said, smiling,
Also Planned for Pacific
"perhaps remain most of the time In
jny Paris home with my two children
and
Washington. With Atlantis
Helen, who's nineteen, and Dorothy,
mobilized at
who's seventeen who are now In Pacific fleet air forces
bases on the two coasts, nn Intensive
school In Switzerland.- "and fall maneuThe princess was Helen Margaret program of summer by
Capt William
planned
being
vers
is
Kelly, granddaughter of the millionaire New York banker, Eugene Kelly. A. Moffatt, director of naval aviation.
Starting with the Joint army and
She was married at eighteen to Frank
.Jny Gould and after divorcing him navy bombing tests off the Atlantic
married Ralph Thomas, son of the coast, designed to test the offensive
pugnr king. After a brief married life, value of aircraft against naval veshe died suddenly in 1914, leaving her sels, navy flyers will be put through
several months of stiff exercises.
several millions.
During the war she sailed for Paris,
Early In July the naval airship ZR-2- f
where she became a war nurse. While purchased In Great' Britain, will fly to
recuperating In Switzerland, she told this country In charge of an Amerlcun
me, she met Prince Vlora, who was crew. A great aerial demonstration
brooding over the fate of Albania and will mark her arrival. Detachments

R BC

"The people consist mainly 01 derce
mountaineers, walking arsenals of
rifles and knives. They are Mohnm-- ,
medans In religion and confirmed
polygamlsts.
The princess explained that shortly,
before the war Prince William of
Wled, with Gertnnn and Austrlnn backing, succeeded In getthig Installed as
king of Albania at Durozzo. He never
succeeded, she snld, in winning the allegiance of the mountaineers, because
Essad Fnsha and local chieftains were
hostile to him. So he returned to Germany. Since then the Italians have
occupied more of Albania and Joined
hands with the allies, operating from
Salonlkl.
"I am here to assist my husband In
my own way," Trlncess Vlora said. "If
be wants the throne he can have It
"I am very much In love with him
and will help him all I can, but I think
I would prefer to spend most of my
time In Paris.
"My mission here is to rest and to
see certain friends on certain matters
of Importance."

Maneuvers by
U. S. Air Graft

1

"Cowless" Milk Made in Boston
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of seaplanes, flying boats and dirigibles will fly far out to sea to meet the
big airship and escort her to a point
on the Atlantic coast Just north of
Boston.
Test Mooring Mast.
The Zlt-- 2 will then skirt the coast
southward, passing ovtr the principal
cities to Philadelphia, then proceed to
the giant navy hangar at Lakehurst
N. J., and be "anchored" ,to a "mooring mast," the first devloe'of this kind
to be erectod In this country.
.Experts from Great Britain will
superintend the erection of the mast
which will be asteel structure about
150 feet high with a swlveled bridle
at the top to which the nose of the
dirigible will be moored, permitting
the ship to swing always nose to the
wind. The structure will cost about
$50,000, and probably be fitted with
an elevator to carry the crew of the
dirigible to and from the ground.
After being thoroughly overhauled,
the Zll-will undertake a crosscountry cruise to show the ship to
the people.
Will Pass Over Many Cities.
Present plans call for a trip to Chicago and return, at least by way of
the southern border of the Great
Lakes, and If cities west of Chicago
provide mooring facilities the cruise
may be extended Indefinitely. The
ship can make a round trip to Chicago without refueling.
Basing on Lakehurst, the ZR-- 2 is to
operate along the coast later and participate In air fleet moblllzatlop und
extensive maneuvers and tactical
drills.
On the Pacific coast similar maneuvers will be conducted In connection
with the Pacific fleet. It Is possible
a squadron of naval aircraft may at-- l
tempt a trip "around the rim" of the
country from a point In Washington
state to Maine, during the year, the1
longest airplane cruise ever attempted.1
Plans for a flight from San Diego,
Cal., to this city have been abandoned,
as Capt. U. O. Mustln, commanding
the. Pacific fleet air force, who would
have led the expedition, cannot be
spared from summer exercises of the
Pacific air forces.

Hero Made a Marshal.
Paris. Gen. Gallleni," former minister of war and former military gov"""""""
y; "T:
ernor of Paris, who sent the army of
Parts to the Marne In 1014 In taxl-cab- s
i-- x;
;,
:;
and who died In 1016, has been
posthumously named a marshal of
Photograph of Dr. E. B. Carr and Q. E. Cornforth making "cowless" syn- France In a decree signed by President
thetic milk In the laboratory of a sanitarium near Boston. It Is made from Mlllerand. This was In accordance
oats, peanuts and water. Vegetarians approve It because It contains no animal with authorization given by parlla
ment recently.
fats; food experts are inclined to reject It for the same reason.
-
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STARS FROM ALABAMA UNIVERSITY
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The University of Alabama Is producing quite a number of athletic stars
and a great many of them are going Into baseball. In a contest recently between the Cleveland Indians and the Chicago White Sox three players from
the University of Alabama participated.
The photograph shows left to right SewelL shortstop for the CUvelands;
Pratt, second baseman Chicago White Sox and Stcpnenson, second baseman
for the Cleveland Indians.

WORLD'S RECORD IS BROKEN
Notre

SIX CAPTAINS

ON

ONE TEAM

Dame Tltnbar Topper Clips Navy Lacrosse Team Has In Its Make.
s
Up Leaders In Boxing, Basketof Second From
Mark Made by Watt
ball and Football.

Two-Fifth-

A. G. Desch of Notre Dnme, clipped
There are six captains on the Navy
s
of a second from the world's lacrosse team. They are: Shaw, for
d
record In the
hurdle event at two years captain of the ?acrosse;
the Porn relay games at Franklin team; Ewen, for a like period thei
field, Philadelphia. The Notre Dame foot ball leader, and Larsen, his sucj
sec- cessor; Walters, basket ball captain,
timber topper finished in 53
s
onds which Is
of a second and Ault, captain-elec- t
for the same
two-fifth-

440-yar-

4--

two-fifth-

better than the mark made by Watt sport, and Miller, who was head of
the Navy boxers for two seasons.
OUTFIELDER
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TRIPLE PLAY

George Smiley of Knoxvllle Dlsposeo
of Three Players In Game In ..
Appalachian League

George Smiley, centerfielder of th
Pioneers, Knoxvllle's team in the Ap-- j
palachlan League, earned a place in
baseball's hall of fame In a recent
game when he . made an unassisted!
triple play against Jelllco, with a man
on first and second. Smiley speared
a drive, stepped on second and touched
the runner from first
OSKALOOSA GETS NEW COACH

)

Harold Iddlngs, Former Star Athlete
at Chicago University, Succeeds
"Biffy" Lee.

Harold Iddlngs, former star athlete
of Chicago, all
western halfback in 1007 and 100St
and now athletic director of Carnegie
1TTI
Tech. at Pittsburgh, Pa., has been
signed as football coach for Penn
A. G. Desch of Notre Dame.
college of Oskaloosa.
He succeed
of Cornell, In the same games Inst J. L. ("Biffy") Lee.
year.
Desch finished third In the
Red Sox Release Pitcher.
400 meter hurdles at the Olympic
games. He is considered one of the
Cliff Best a recruit pitcher, has
best hurdlers ever developed In this been released to the Plttsfield Eastern
league team by the Red Sox.
country.

at the University

BASEBALL NOTES
George Kelly of the Giants batted
safely In 13 games. Jlnxedl

George Kelly made his first home
run In the major leagues on Septem)
ber 7, 1919.

The pinch single has more percentage in It than the home run.

Propaganda for summer baseball
for college players is rapidly beln
Washington Americans have signed fanned Into a bluze.
Leslie M. Klbbee, a
A microscopic study of George
pitcher.
Kelly's home run style reveals th
Watchful waiting Is the only way painful, fact that he is
e
fans can dope the Babe
To make the Indians see red, menrace.
Kelly home-ru- n
tion Red Faber's hair. Faber held the
The Rochester club has released world champions to two hits and beaf
Pitcher George (Polly) Snyder to Suf- them.
folk of the Virginia league.
The New York club is after Heinle
Rookie pitchers In the big leagues are Groh again, so the story goes. This1
unable to curve the new' balls as much time it offers Goldle Rapp and Jesss
as they did the old ones in the minors. Barnes.
right-hande-

d

flat-foote-

Seek Navy Students
Marine

Corps Is Authorized to
Adhering to Its policy of rewarding
meritorious members of Its enlisted
Assist in Recuiting.
personnel with commissions, the ma-

6tatlons Will Accept Enlistments for
Midshipmen at the Annapolis

r

i

,

Academy.

''

Washington. Youngsters ( between
the ages of eighteen and nineteen
years, with ambitions to become midshipmen at the United States Naval
academy, now will be accepted for enlistment at all marine corps recruiting

stations.

One hundred enlisted men are
to the Naval academy each
year, after a competitive examination
given enlisted men of the navy and
marine corps. They must not be more
than twenty years of age on April 1
of the year It is desired to enter, and
must have been In the service at least
one year by August 13 of that year.

ages of twenty-on- e
and
years will be considered.

Ruth-Georg-

twenty-seve- n

Pet Snakes Protect
Home, Says Editor

rine corps will open an officers' trainMlddletown, N. Y. Have you
ing school in or near Washington this
a little snake In your home?
summer to fill over a hundred vacant
They make fine watchdogs
cles in the commissioned personnel of
and pets for the children, acthe corps.
cording
to Editor
William
Hones,
who runs a country
During the war more than 800 ennewspaper and Is known as
listed men were commissioned In this
Theodore Roosevelt's double.
country and France. The highest
He says the snake is one of
rank so far attained by an enlisted
man's best friends and should
man who received bis commission as
be In every home.
a reward for meritorious service is
Snakes destroy rats, mice and
that of a senior colonel.
other pests, he declares, purge
The order recently Issued by the
the house walls of infectious
major general commandant specifies
and protect the sleeping
that no noncommissioned officer' 111
be considered for such advancement
who shall have had less than one
year's service In the army, navy or
Josephus Daniels' ambition as a
marine corps, of which not less than
Ms months shall have been In the ma- youth was to be a professional base-hu- ll
player.
rine corps. Only men between the
.

-7-
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When a fan hollers at a batter to
Anyhow, with the White Sox down
where they are, they can't accuse "Come on I All the pitcher's got id
Judge Landls of fuvorlng the home a fast ball and curve," he's said a
mouthful.
team.
,

Perhaps one reason why Bill Rarl-de- n
Leslie M. Kibble, a
decided to sign up with the Reds
pitcher from the University of Vermont has been signed for trial by the .Is that the cold snap wronged hltf
Washington club.
peach orchard.
right-hande-

d

.

Manager Frank Owen of St Joseph
Baseball, we are told, was Invented
In 1839 by a gent named Doubleday. is planning a trip to Japan and China
It was almost wrecked In 1019 by a with a team of Western league ball
players next winter.
gent named Doublecross.
A dark horse Is bothering the AmerPitcher Ed Rommel of the A's
throws three speeds a slow ball, a ican league pennant choices.
The;
slower one and a dead stop. No, Mr. name of the nag la the some as tha
first President of our country.
iutotst there's no reverse

